Abstract. We show that the class of p-complete connective spectra with finitely presented cohomology over the Steenrod algebra admits a duality theory related to Brown-Comenetz duality. This construction also produces a full-plane version of the classical Adams spectral sequence for such spectra, which converges to the homotopy groups of a "finite" localization.
The Steenrod algebra A is a union of finite-dimensional sub-Hopf algebras. For example, A = S n A (n), where A (n) A is a finite dimensional sub-Hopf algebra of the Steenrod algebra, generated as an algebra by fSq 2 i j i n + 1g if p = 2 and by f , P p i j i ng if p is odd. Recall that A is free as an A (n)-module. Proof. Since A is A (n)-free, the functor A A (n) (,) is exact, and hence part (1) follows from (2.1).
To prove part (2) , note that a retract N of M is the kernel of an idempotent self-map e: M ! M. Hence part (2) follows from part (1).
The proof of part (3) is a standard result about finitely presented modules over any ring.
PROPOSITION 2.3. Suppose M is an A -module and F is a finite A -module.

Then M is finitely presented if and only if M F is.
Proof. It is immediate from Proposition 2.2 that M F is finitely presented if M is, since F admits a finite filtration whose subquotients are copies of F p .
Suppose M F is finitely presented. Since F is a finite module, we can choose a "pinch" map : F ! Σ d F p to a "bottom-dimensional cell" of F, and we can write i:F ! F for the kernel of . Then there is an exact sequence Proof. It is clear that A is injective in the full category of A comodules, and hence A is injective in M fp and there are enough injectives in M fp . To prove that A is projective, consider a surjection M ! M 0 of finitely presented comodules. By Lemma 2.1, this map is extended up from a surjection N ! N 0 of finite A (n)-comodules. Since hom A (A , M) hom A (n) (A , N) and A is A (n)-free, any map A ! M 0 can be lifted to a map to M. Furthermore, we can always produce enough maps from A to a finitely presented comodule, and thus M fp has enough projectives.
Remark 2.7. It is known that the Steenrod algebra is injective as an A -module over itself [12, p. 201] . It would be interesting to know whether A is projective as a comodule over itself, without the restriction to the finitely presented category.
Given a finitely presented comodule M, one can define its Tate cohomology as follows. By Proposition 2.6 we can choose injective and projective resolutions
by finitely generated free A -comodules. By gluing the ends together, we obtain an unbounded complex
which in each degree is injective in the category of comodules. For s 2 Z define
Of course, if we can write M A A (n) N for some A (n)-comodule N, and we choose resolutions 0 ! N ! D and D , ! N ! 0 of N by finite free A (n)-comodules, then we see that
These groups are the same as morphisms in the stable category of A (n)-modules, as is shown in [7, Sec. 9.6 ].
3. fp-spectra. In this section we define the notion of fp-spectra, and produce several examples. Recall that we work in the category of p-local spectra.
We first note the following theorem of Mitchell. Proof. The equivalence of (1) and (2) is just Lemma 2.1. Likewise, (4) is immediate given (3).
To show that (2) implies (3), we let F be as in Theorem 3.1, with H F free over A (n). Thus H (X^F) is free over the Steenrod algebra on a finite set of generators, whence X^F is a wedge of mod-p Eilenberg-Mac Lane spectra HF p .
To show that (4) implies (1) Recall that a finite complex F is of type n if K(0) F K(n ,1) F 0 and K(n) F 6 0, where K(m) denotes the mth Morava K-theory. Define the fp-type of an fp-spectrum X by fptype(X) = minf(type(F) , 1) such that (X^F) is finiteg.
By the thick subcategory theorem [6] , if fptype(X) = n then (X^F) is finite for all F of type n. Thus, fptype(HF p ) = ,1, fptype(HZ p ) = 0, and fptype(BPhni) = n. Furthermore, if H X A A (n) M, then fptype(X) n.
Let C n denote the class of fp-spectra of type n. Then C n is a subcategory of the category of spectra, and C n C n+1 . PROPOSITION 3.3. The classes C and C n for n ,1 are thick subcategories of the homotopy category of spectra.
Proof. That C is a thick subcategory is an immediate consequence of criterion (4) of Proposition 3.2. Alternately, this follows from criterion (1) of Proposition 3.2 together with Proposition 2.2. The proof of C n is similar.
For example C ,1 is the class of all p-complete spectra X with X finite; as a thick subcategory it is generated by HF p . Likewise, C 0 is the class of all fpspectra which are finite Postnikov towers; as a thick subcategory it is generated by HZ p . The class C 1 contains the p-completed connective K-theory spectra bo and bu, along with their connective covers. Thus C 1 contains the image of J spectrum, since J fib(bo ! bspin). The class C 2 contains eo 2 , the connective version of the "higher real K-theory" spectrum EO 2 of Hopkins and Miller.
3.4.
L n -localization and fp-spectra. Let L n denote Bousfield localization with respect to the wedge 
which is surjective on homotopy, and so that the fiber X of this map is p-complete.
Then since L n HQ =Z(p) we see that X is the desired spectrum.
Remark 3.6. In view of Conjecture 7.3 and of Proposition 8.9, it seems likely that the converse of Proposition 3.5 should hold. That is, if X is an fpspectrum with fptype(X) = n, then we expect that k L n X has the form given in Proposition 3.5.
It is interesting to know when the L n -localization of a finite complex F is also the L n -localization of an fp-spectrum X. One can say the following. Proof. It suffices to show in each case that the hypotheses of Proposition 3.5 are satisfied.
The cases n = 0 and n = 1 are well known. In fact, for n = 0 take X = HZ p^F , and for n = 1 take X = J^F, where J is the connective image-of-J spectrum.
If n is arbitrary, but F is a type n complex, then the hypotheses of Proposition 3.5 hold. This is a consequence of the fact that the cohomology of the Morava stabilizer algebra is a finitely generated algebra (see [ When n = 2 and p 5, one can take a spectrum of the form Y^F, where Y is an fp-spectrum such that L 2 Y L 2 S 0 . We show that the hypotheses of Proposition 3.5 hold for L 2 S 0 at p 5.
First, we note that the hypotheses of Proposition 3.5 hold for L 2 M( p), the localization of the mod p Moore space. This is a consequence of Shimomura [18] , as we explain below. There is a diagram
in which the left-hand square is a pull-back square; this is because all the objects in it are L 2 -local, and the square is a pull-back after smashing with
, the top row is a cofiber sequence, and thus so is the bottom row.
Shimomura computes the E 2 -term of the adams-Novikov spectral sequence 
has finite homotopy groups. This spectrum is equivalent to
is a finite sum of copies of the form
, which is clearly a finite group in each dimension.
When n = 2 and p 5, the hypotheses of Proposition 3.5 hold for L 2 S 0 ; this is a consequence of the above remarks together with the calculation of Shimomura and Yabe [19] We are led to make the following conjectures. 
Of course, Conjecture 3.8 implies Conjecture 3.9 as we have shown above. There is also reason to believe that Conjecture 3.9 would imply Conjecture 3.8; see Section 7.2.
Adams towers for fp-spectra.
For a spectrum X we can construct an Adams tower. This is a tower of spectra ! X s+1 ! X s ! with X 0 = X and with fiber sequences 
If X is an fp-spectrum, we can choose an Adams tower in which each V s is a finite dimensional graded vector space. We call such an fp-Adams resolution.
Given an Adams tower fX s g, we may produce another tower 
Duality for finitely presented comodules.
In this section we describe a duality functorĨ on the category of finitely presented comodules. This functor was essentially introduced by Brown and Comenetz in [3] . Our interest in this functor stems from the fact that it generalizes the notion of "Spanier-Whitehead duality" of finite comodules over A (n), in which a comodule is dual to its vector space dual. It will be needed in later sections to study duality on fp-spectra.
Construction of functorsJ andĨ.
To motivate the construction, note that if X is spectrum and H denotes the mod p Eilenberg-Mac Lane spectrum, then the graded vector space [H, X] is in a natural way a module over the Steenrod algebra. This object is approximated by the edge map [H, X] ! hom A (H H, H X) of the Adams spectral sequence. This algebraic approximation itself admits an action by the Steenrod action, and we will call this moduleJ(H X). The vector space dual toJ(H X) will beĨ(H X), which admits a coaction by the dual Steenrod algebra.
Recall that is we regard the dual Steenrod algebra A as a left-comodule over We reserve the notation a z for this action. Note that this action gives A the structure of a left A -module; however, this is not identical to the usual left action of the Steenrod algebra on H H.
We define a functorJ from left A -comodules to left A -modules bỹ
This has a natural right A -action induced by pre-composition of comodule maps, using (4.2), which is made into a left A -action using ; if z 2 A , a 2 A , and f 2J(M), the left action can be written
Note that if M is finitely generated thenJ(M) is bounded below (where we use cohomological grading forJ(M)). We define a functorĨ from finitely generated left comodules to left comodules byĨ
SinceJ(M) was bounded below,Ĩ(M) is bounded below, and thus receives a left comodule structure in the usual way. This structure is characterized as follows:
if u 2Ĩ(M) and u 7 ! 
Given a map a
Proof. Straightforward. 
as left comodules, where a(n) is the dimension of the "top cell" of A (n).
Proof. There is an exact sequence
of A (n)-comodules, where a ij 2 A (n). After applying vector space duals we can identify the resulting sequence with
,,, A (n) W by "Poincaré duality" of A (n) [12, Ch. 12.2] . The result follows from Remark 4.7 after extending up to A .
Brown-Comenetz duality.
Recall that the functor
is a generalized cohomology theory satisfying the wedge axiom, and hence is represented by a spectrum I. We write IY = F(Y, I) for the function spectrum, whence IY is the spectrum representing the functor More generally, let V denote a finite dimensional graded F p -vector space, and letV = hom (V, F p ) denote its vector space dual. Let HV denote the generalized Eilenberg-Mac Lane spectrum with HV = V, whence HV X H X V.
PROPOSITION 5.3. There is an equivalence IHV HV, and we have isomorphisms H (IHV) J(H HV) of A -modules and H (IHV) Ĩ(H HV) of A -comodules which are natural in HV.
Proof. This is immediate from Corollary 4.6 and Lemma 5.2; alternatively, it follows from [3, Thm. 1.3].
Algebraic approximation.
We note that the functorĨ of Section 4 serves as an algebraic "approximation" to H IX, at least when H X has finitely presented homology.
PROPOSITION 5.5. For each spectrum X with finitely presented homology, there is a map which is natural in X. Furthermore, this map is an isomorphism when X is finite.
Compare with [3, Thm. 1.13].
Proof. Given X we can choose an Adams resolution X ! HV 0 ! HV 1 To see that X is independent of the choice of resolution and is natural, use a map between Adams resolutions.
The map is by construction an isomorphism for X = HF p . By the exactness property of Proposition 4.9, we see that X is an isomorphism for any X in the thick subcategory generated by HF p , which are precisely the X with finite homotopy.
Geometric realization of Tate cohomology.
In this section we note that one can construct for each fp-spectrum a Z-indexed Adams tower; this is a tower which extends both above and below X, whose layers and finite mod p generalized Eilenberg-Mac Lane spectra, and which leads to a spectral sequence whose E 2 -term is the Tate cohomology of H X. We give several constructions, starting with the most general.
Construction of the tower.
LEMMA 6.2. Let X be an fp-spectrum. Then 
Since as an A (n)-comodule A A (n) A ==A (n) we see that A is projective as an A (n)-comodule, and thus the sequence
is exact as desired.
Thus, given an fp-spectrum X, we may construct a tower "realizing" the Tate cohomology by constructing fp-spectra X ,s for s 0 inductively as follows. we get another fp-spectrum X ,s,1 ; iteration produces an infinite sequence ! X ,s ! X ,s,1 ! . If we put this sequence together with an fp-Adams tower for X, we get a tower fX s g s2Z , which we call a Z-indexed Adams tower for X.
Note that given a map f : X ! Y of fp-spectra and given Z-indexed Adams towers fX s g and fY s g, we can extend f to a map of towers, by the "dual" of the usual argument, using Lemma 6.2. In particular, given any two Z-indexed Adams towers for X we can produce a map between them. Let R(n) denote the cofiber of P n ! S 0 for n 0; thus R(0) S 0 . Recall from [9] 
that
M(4s) H R(8s).
We define a map R(8s + 8) ! R(8s) as follows. Likewise, we may consider the Spanier-Whitehead dual map
This map has degree 16 on the top cell. Note that f ,1 : S 0 ! DR(8s), so we can put all the f s for s 2 Z together into a Z-indexed tower
,! DR (16) We give a chart (see figure) which presents the Adams E 2 -term for boD R(16). 
Note also that (1) and (2) To prove claim 2, we must show thatX admits no essential maps from a type (n + 1) finite complex F, or equivalently, thatX^F for any such complex.
This follows from the following: 
This produces a tower
which is easily seen to be an Adams tower for IY by Proposition 5.5. Since IY is connective and p-complete and IY is finite, its Adams spectral sequence converges, and IŶ , whenceŶ .
Relation between L
f n and L n . Let X ! L n X denote Bousfield localization with respect to K(0) _ _ K(n). There is a natural map t n : L f n X ! L n X; this map is an equivalence for X S 0 , and hence for all X, if and only if the Telescope Conjecture holds for all m n. This conjecture is true for n = 0 and n = 1, and is believed to be false for n 2.
It is reasonable to ask whether t n is an equivalence when X is an fp-spectrum. We note that t n is an equivalence in the following cases, which include all cases we know of.
(1) Since BPhni is a BP-module spectrum, one can compute L n BPhni using the chromatic tower method of [14, Sec. 6] . (We would like to thank Hal Sadofsky for pointing this out to us.) This calculation shows in particular that the fiber of BPhni ! L n BPhni is coconnective with torsion homotopy; thus the fiber is killed by L f n , and hence t n is an equivalence on L n BPhni, and is in fact an equivalence on the thick subcategory of C generated by BPhni.
(2) For any fp-spectrum X obtained by the procedure of the proof of Proposition 3.5, the map t n : L f n X ! L n X is an equivalence, since by construction the fiber of X ! L n X is coconnective with torsion homotopy.
We make the following conjecture.
This conjecture is of interest, because it would give information on how badly the Telescope Conjecture fails, assuming it does fail. Namely, suppose F is a type n finite complex and v ,1 F is its v n -telescope; then if the Telescope Conjecture fails for n and Conjecture 7.3 holds, it follows that k (v ,1 F) is an infinite group for some k 2 Z, whereas k L n F is finite for all k. To see this, we argue as follows; Conjecture 7.3 also would imply, using Proposition 8.9 of the next section, that the two conjectures (3.8 and 3.9) discussed in Section 3 are in fact equivalent statements.
Duality
8.1. Duality for fp-spectra of type less than n. Let
Thus W n is a contravariant functor from spectra to spectra. Since L f n is smashing,
That is, W n S 0 is a "dualizing complex" for W n . Furthermore, there is a natural map X ! W n W n X; this map is adjoint to the evaluation map XF (X, W n S 0 ) ! W n S 0 .
Note that W n vanishes on L f n -local spectra. Also, if X is finite, then L f n X and we have W n X IX.
Recall that C n denotes the homotopy category of fp-spectra with fp-type n. Proof. The corollary follows from the fact that the functor W n is "selfadjoint"; that is,
is a pair of adjoint functors, where S represents the homotopy category of spectra. Part (2) of Theorem 8.2 says that W n carries C op n into C n , and part (3) says that the restriction of W n to C n gives an adjoint equivalence W n : C 
We want to show that n (X) is an isomorphism.
Since X has a Z-indexed tower, there is a sequence It is clear that the comparison maps n (HV ,s ) are isomorphisms, and so n (X) is an isomorphism, sinceĨ is exact. Thus we have proved parts (1) and (2) of the proposition.
Part (3) follows from parts (1) and (2) Proof. Choose a map S d ! WX which hits the bottom homology class, dual to the unit in H X. By Lemma 9.1 this map extends to a map Σ d X ! WX of Xmodule spectra, and this map is necessarily an isomorphism on mod p homology, and hence an equivalence. COROLLARY 9.3. We have that Proof. The only case which needs comment is (5) . In this case it can be derived from the following facts [5] . At p = 2, eo 2^F BPh2i, where F is a certain finite complex with H F DA (1), the "double" of A (1). At p = 3, Proof. At an odd prime, J p is the fiber of any map BPh1i ! Σ q BPh1i, q = 2(p , 1), which sends the cohomology generator 2 H q Σ q BPh1i to P 1 2 H q BPh1i. At p = 2, J 2 is the fiber of any map bo ! bspin which sends the cohomology generator bspin 2 H 4 bspin to Sq 4 bo 2 H 4 bo [10] . In either case, the map in cohomology is induced from a map of A (2)-modules.
We leave the odd prime case to the reader. Suppose p = 2, and let F = S 0 2 e 1 e 3 . Since bspin Σ 7 bo^DF and H (F^DF) is a direct sum over the Steenrod algebra of a spherical class in dimension 0 with a free A (1) module on one generator, we see that J^F fits in a fiber sequence
We can kill the copy of HF 2 by taking the evident cofiber Σ 3 HF 2 ! J^F ! C, so that we obtain a cofiber sequence
On applying W we get a fiber sequence 
